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PROVIDING UNIQUE VIEWS OF DATA BASED ON CHANGES OR RULES

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present disclosure generally relates to computer database systems.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The approaches described in this section are approaches that could be pursued, but 

not necessarily approaches that have been previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, unless 

otherwise indicated, it should not be assumed that any of the approaches described in this section 

qualify as prior art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section.

[0003] Computer-based revisioning database systems store data and provide the ability to 

track changes in database objects and examine a history of what changes were made, which user 

made the changes, and when the changes were made. Generally, all users of the revisioning 

database have the same view of the data. However, conventional revisioning database systems 

are poorly suited to the needs of certain users, such as intelligence analysts. Intelligence 

database systems typically store highly sensitive and confidential data that is distributed on a 

“need to know” basis. Security considerations in intelligence analysis impose restrictions on 

who can access or receive particular kinds of views of data, but revisioning databases do not 

typically implement controls on access to views. Intelligence analysts often work on multiple 

discrete investigations that may draw data from the same centralized revisioning database, but 

one analyst is not typically allowed to view every investigation, or the data associated with every 

investigation, or changes made by another analyst, even if the same data is associated with that 

analyst’s own investigations.

[0004] Further, distribution of copies of intelligence data is typically restricted, but in 

conventional revisioning database systems users are permitted to maintain a local mirror copy of 

at least a portion of the data. The use of a local mirror is not acceptable to the intelligence 

community. Thus, there is a need for improved ways to distribute selected views of data 

[0005] Further, changes in intelligence data may be associated with reasons for the changes 

that are useful to track and display in connection with a change history of the revisioning 

database. However, conventional revisioning databases do not allow a user to associate change 

reasons or other annotations with a change history from the database.
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SUMMARY

[0006] Unique views of data are provided to realms and/or users based on changes to the 

data or rules. In one embodiment, a method comprises creating and storing, in a revisioning 

database, one or more data objects; wherein a first plurality of the data objects is associated with 

a base realm representing data shared across all users of the database; wherein a second plurality 

of the data objects is associated with one or more child realms, wherein each of the child realms 

represents data local to a project, wherein each of the users is associated with one or more of the 

child realms; wherein the revisioning database associates each data object to a realm identifier 

value and to a version identifier value for a plurality of versions of the data object, wherein each 

of the versions represents a change to the data object by any of a plurality of users; receiving a 

request from a first user to view a third plurality of data objects in the revisioning database ; 

selecting, based on the base realm, the particular realm, the version identifier value for the data 

objects in the third plurality, and one or more rules associated with the particular realm and the 

first user, data objects in the third plurality that can be viewed by the first user; creating a 

particular data view that includes only the selected data objects; and providing a display of the 

particular data view to the first user.

[0007] In one embodiment, the selecting comprises selecting all objects of the third plurality 

that are in the base realm. In another embodiment, the selecting comprises selecting all objects 

of the third plurality that are in each child realm then currently associated with the first user. 

[0008] In another embodiment, the method further comprises receiving definitions of one or 

more rules, wherein each rule specifies whether one or more data objects may be provided to a 

specified child realm; selecting the data objects in the third plurality based upon the rules as well 

as the base realm the particular realm, and the version identifier value for the data objects.

[0009] Still another embodiment provides for receiving the definitions of the one or more 

rules from a user, other than the first user, who is associated with realm with which the second 

plurality of data objects is associated. In another embodiment, the method comprises receiving a 

request of the first user to subscribe to the data objects in a specified child realm; determining 

that a change has occurred in at least some of the data objects; selecting the third plurality of data 

objects based on determining whether the data objects that have changed can be provided to the 

first user based on the base realm, the particular realm, and the version identifier value for the 

data objects.

[0010] In another embodiment, providing the particular data view to the first user comprises

providing only particular rows of the revisioning database to the first user. In an embodiment,

the creating and storing comprises creating and storing an object table comprising rows that
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represent versions of data objects and columns that represent, for each of the versions, an 

associated realm, a version value, and a pointer to a previous version.

[0011] In an embodiment, the method further comprises asynchronously concurrently 

receiving, from different users, a plurality of changes to one data object, and in response thereto, 

creating a new row in the object table for each of the changes, wherein realm columns comprise 

realm identifiers of realms that are then currently associated with the different users.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] The present invention is illustrated by way of example, and not by way of limitation, 

in the figures of the accompanying drawings and in which like reference numerals refer to 

similar elements and in which:

[0013]
[0014]

[0015]

[0016]
rules;

FIG. 1 illustrates a revisioning database system;

FIG. 2 illustrates internal organization of a revisioning database;

FIG. 3 illustrates organization of realms and investigations;

FIG. 4A illustrates displaying data from a revisioning database based on realms and

[0017] FIG. 4B illustrates operation of a revisioning database system using a publish- 

subscribe model to provide a virtual private database;

[0018] FIG. 4C illustrates determining whether a specified object is part of a view for a 

particular user and realm;

[0019] FIG. 5 illustrates an example top-level graphical user interface display that includes 

historical displays of changes to a revisioning database;

[0020] FIG. 6 illustrates an example Summary View display;

[0021] FIG. 7 illustrates a computer system with which an embodiment may be

implemented.

DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

[0022] In the following description, for the purposes of explanation, numerous specific 

details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. It will 

be apparent, however, that the present invention may be practiced without these specific details. 

In other instances, well-known structures and devices are shown in block diagram form in order 

to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the present invention.

[0023] In an embodiment, a revisioning database and a method of using the revisioning

database enable showing a unique view of database data to each analyst based on his or her
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changes to the database data, and to synchronize the view with a central repository of data. In an 

embodiment, a publish-subscribe model is implemented for distribution of data to analysts. 

Collaborative use of selected data is possible. For example, an analyst working on a particular 

intelligence investigation determines a view of data, which may be equivalent to identifying 

selected rows of an RDBMS table, for publication to other analysts, who can subscribe to the 

view. A subscribing analyst receives and stores only the published rows or row-equivalents. 

Unlike prior approaches, subscribers do not maintain a local mirror, and therefore security is 

increased. Each analyst can only change his/her own data.

[0024] In an embodiment, a revisioning database and a method of using the revisioning 

database enable showing a unique view of database data to a particular analyst among a plurality 

of analysts based on a set of rules governing what data can be seen by the analyst. In an 

embodiment, a security rules wizard generates views of the data.

[0025] I. REVISIONING DATABASE SYSTEM

[0026] The techniques described herein may be used in many different database applications. 

In an embodiment, a revisioning database system stores data collected in intelligence operations 

by intelligence analysts or other members of an intelligence community. “Intelligence,” in this 

context, refers to information about people, places, and events that is useful to a government or 

military organization in relation to issues of security or defense, and may include information 

obtained in covert operations or open operations. Other embodiments may be used in fields 

other than intelligence analysis. In an embodiment, the revisioning database system records 

metadata about changes to stored data, facilitates UNDO and REDO operations, can receive 

requests to subscribe to particular data and publish updates to such data for delivery to 

subscribers, and performs other functions.

[0027] FIG. 1 illustrates a revisioning database system. A revisioning database 108 is 

coupled to application logic 112, which implements the functions described herein for interacting 

with and using the revisioning database 108 in association with data such as intelligence 

community data. A user terminal 106 is coupled to front-end logic 130, which is coupled to 

application logic 112. The user terminal 106 of FIG. 1 broadly represents any host computer of 

an intelligence analyst, database administrator, or other user who interacts with revisioning 

database 108 through application logic 112.

[0028] One or more other intelligence analysts 102, 104 can access application logic 112 

through front-end logic 130 to obtain information from revisioning database 108 and to obtain 

services of the application logic. The intelligence analysts 102, 104 may be located in discrete 

security domains and different geographical locations, or may be co-located and/or within the
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same security domain. Each of the intelligence analysts 102, 104 may access application logic 

112 through a host computer that is coupled directly or indirectly through one or more networks, 

network links, or internetworks to the application logic. User terminal 106 and the host 

computers of the intelligence analysts 102, 104 may comprise a personal computer, workstation, 

or other data processing system.

[0029] Front-end logic 130 comprises a memory 132 that stores copies of objects from 

revisioning database 108 for use in front-end operations, and a GUI engine 134 that generates 

graphical user interface displays for presenting data objects on user terminal 106 or displays of 

the intelligence analysts 102, 104.

[0030] In an embodiment, application logic 112 comprises history window logic 110, 

publish-subscribe module 118, rules wizard 120, and rules engine 122. History window logic 

110 is configured to generate views and displays of historical states of objects in revisioning 

database 108 and historical states of graphs, comprising nodes representing the objects, which 

have been displayed by GUI engine 134. Publish-subscribe module 118 comprises logic 

configured to implement receiving and storing requests of analysts to subscribe to particular data 

views, detecting updates in data, and generating and sending publications of updated data to 

subscribers. Rules wizard 120 is configured to permit users to define rules that specify how 

objects in revisioning database 108 can be accessed and exported, as further described below. 

Rules engine 122 facilitates controlled publication and viewing of objects from revisioning 

database 108 based on realms and rules defined using the rules wizard 120.

[0031] In an embodiment, export module 114, publish-subscribe module 118, rules wizard 

120 and rules engine 122 may be implemented in a single computer program or module or may 

be integrated into revisioning database 108. Functions of rules wizard 120 may be implemented 

in whole or in part in front-end logic 130. Thus, the structural separation of functional modules 

as shown in FIG. 1 is not required and the same functions described herein for such functional 

modules may be implemented structurally in any other convenient manner.

[0032] FIG. 2 illustrates internal organization of a revisioning database with example 

hypothetical data. In an embodiment, as an overview, revisioning database 108 comprises an 

object table 202, an event table 204, an investigation table 206, an “App Event” table 208, and a 

revision table 210. In an embodiment, revisioning database 108 may comprise other tables and 

functional modules for performing support functions and other functions that are not essential to 

the invention herein. In an embodiment, object table 202 comprises a plurality of rows that store 

metadata relating to successive versions of one or more objects that are stored in the revisioning 

database 108 as such objects undergo operations such as addition to the database, changes, and
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deletion. Event table 204 comprises a plurality of rows that identify, for a one or more particular 

database objects, all events that have occurred for that object such as adding the object to the 

database, updating, and deleting.

[0033] In an embodiment, object table 202 and event table 204 implement row-based 

journaling of object changes to provide a revisioning database useful for intelligence analysis. 

Further, object table 202 permits associating different versions of data in a database object with 

different data realms. The use of realms, which are described further below, generally enables 

controlled and selective publication of data to users associated with different investigations may 

see only particular data from the revisioning database 108.

[0034] A simplified example using the hypothetical data shown in object table 202 and event 

table 204 of FIG. 2 is now described. In an embodiment used herein to illustrate a clear 

example, the object table 202 comprises columns identifying a Realm, unique object identifier 

(ID), Label, Version, Current flag, a Deleted flag, and a Previous Version Pointer; other 

embodiments may include other columns. Further, in the following description certain numbers 

and other values are provided as examples, but other data types may be used in other 

embodiments. An example of row-based journaling of object changes to implement a 

revisioning database is now described, using a hypothetical scenario involving a user adding one 

database object, updating the object, and deleting the object.

[0035] Based on the first row of object table 202, assume that a particular database object 

having an ID of 1 and a label of “John” is added to the database. The object is given version 0 

since this is the first version of the object that has been operated upon, and in Realm 1 version 0 

is the current version and the object is not deleted. The Previous Version Pointer is null since no 

earlier version of the same object exists. The event of adding the object John to the database is 

reflected by adding a new row to event table 204. In the first row of event table 204 an event 

having Event ID 1 indicates that the John object, which has an object identifier of “255002,” had 

an old version number of Null, new version number of 0, and an Add operation was performed. 

Successive events receive other unique event identifiers.

[0036] Now assume that the same object is updated by changing its label to “J” rather than 

“John.” The update event is reflected by adding a second row to event table 204 in which a 

second event having ID 2 specifies that the old version of the John/J object was 0, the new 

version is 1, and the type of operation was Update. Further, because the John/J object changed, a 

new row is also added to the object table 202, as indicated in the second row of the object table 

in which object ID 1 has the new label J at version 1, and is current and not deleted. The 

Previous Version Pointer of the J object points to the first row of the table containing object
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version 0, and although FIG. 2 shows a value of “0” in the Previous Version Pointer for clarity, 

the Previous Version Pointer may be implemented as a pointer object rather than an integer. The 

Current flag of the first row of the object table 202 is changed, but otherwise the first row is not 

edited or updated; instead, a new row is added and the Current flags are updated to indicate that 

the first row is not current and the second row is current.

[0037] Next assume that the J object is deleted from the database. The third row of event 

table 204 reflects a Delete event for the old version 1 of the object and indicates that the new 

version of the deleted object is 2. A third row is also added to object table 202 and indicates that 

the J object at version 2 is current but also is deleted, as the Deleted flag is false. The Previous 

Version Pointer indicates object version 0. The preceding information all applies to Realm 1 as 

indicated in the first column of object table 202. However, the object table 202 also can 

maintain separate information for the same object in association with a different realm, such as 

Realm 4. In this realm, the same object having an ID of 1 is labeled John and is current but not 

deleted. In cooperation with application logic 112, the separation of realms in object table 202 

ensures that a first user who is working on an intelligence investigation that is classified in 

Realm 1 will see the object with ID 1 as “J”, whereas a second user who is working in Realm 4 

will see the same object as “John.”

[0038] Thus, each row in the object table 202 has a revision value reflecting a time at which 

that row was valid and was the current revision. Although the preceding example has focused on 

object labels, the same mechanisms effectively implement controls on all aspects of object data. 

Thus, because a database object may comprise any form of stored data such as strings, numbers, 

links, blobs, and other information, the same controls described herein will enable a first analyst 

in one realm to see one view of even a complex object whereas a second analyst in another realm 

sees a different view of the object. Event table 204 tracks all events associated with all objects. 

[0039] The investigation table 206 comprises information about active intelligence 

investigations; in an embodiment, a state BLOB object is used to store metadata about an 

investigation.

[0040] In an embodiment, application logic 112 can generate and display a graphical user 

interface (GUI) that includes a graph of nodes that represent database objects that in turn 

represent people, places, events and things involved in an investigation. In later sections relating 

to FIG. 5 and other drawing figures, an example GUI is described. The “App Event” table 208 

stores information that can be used to display a graph of database objects or a graphical snapshot 

of database events. In an embodiment, the “App Event” table 208 stores a list of database 

events, a string description of a graph of objects in a GUI display, and a graphical snapshot of a
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display of an object history. For example, when an object is added to the revisioning database 

108 and a corresponding node is displayed in a GUI display as part of a graph of nodes 

representing objects, the “App Event” table 208 is updated with an event representing the 

addition of the node, and a string description of the changed graph. In an embodiment, the graph 

is stored as an XML string or blob, and the graphical snapshot is a graphics file such as a JPEG 

file.

[0041] The revision table 210 correlates object revision numbers to application events that 

uniquely relate to a particular form of a displayed graph of nodes. For the preceding example 

values of object table 202 and event table 204, the contents of revision table 210 would specify 

that the user progressed in order as follows: App event 0, object revision 0; App event 1, 

revision 1; App event 0, revision 2; App event 2, revision 3. Thus, as the “John/J” object 

progressed among versions 0, 1,2, and 3, the displayed graph had the form associated with App 

event 0, 1, back to 0, and then 2. The revision table 210 enables application logic 112 to 

essentially store a linear version of a revision tree that represents states of the displayed graph, 

thereby facilitating UNDO and REDO operations for displayed graphs.

[0042] In an embodiment, application logic 112 associates information in revisioning 

database 108 with realms that facilitate controlled viewing of objects and controlled publishing 

of objects of the database to other analysts and users. FIG. 3 illustrates an example organization 

of realms. In an embodiment, application logic 112 implements a base realm 302, also termed a 

repository realm or parent realm and one or more other investigative realms or child realms 1, 2, 

3,5, each of which may be associated with one or more projects such as intelligence 

investigations. The base realm 302 contains data that is shared among all users of the 

revisioning database 108. Thus, the base realm may represent information that is available to all 

people who are involved in a team and need to share information.

[0043] In an embodiment, an investigative realm or child realm contains data local to a 

particular project or investigation. While a user can have many investigations, data that is local 

to another project or investigation of the same user is not more accessible than data local to 

another user’s project or investigation. Thus realms implement controls on data viewing and 

distribution, rather than user roles or privileges.

[0044] For example, the base realm 302 may be denoted Realm 4 and there may be four 

other realms denoted Realm 1, Realm 2, Realm 3, and Realm 5 each associated with a particular 

investigation. In an embodiment, application logic 112 implements functions for creating and 

defining realms, which intelligence investigations are considered within a particular realm, and 

which objects of revisioning database 108 are considered within a particular realm. As seen in
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FIG. 2, each object identified in object table 202 has a realm attribute in a column of the object 

table. Further, application logic 112 implements functions for defining which analysts or users 

are associated with a particular realm. Information identifying realms, investigations with 

realms, and analysts within realms may be stored in one or more tables in database 108 or in 

memory 132.

[0045] In this arrangement, an analyst on Investigation 1 in Realm 1 may publish a set of 

database events from event table 104 to the base realm, Realm 4. The set of events that are 

published is dictated by a path through the “App Event” tree according to the revision table 210. 

A different analyst within Realm 3 can subscribe to events associated with Investigation 1. If the 

analyst in Realm 3 is permitted to receive information from Investigation 1, based on security 

clearances of the analyst and controls enforced in the publish-subscribe logic module 118, 

application logic 112 sends copies of selected data rows for Investigation 1 to the analyst in 

Realm 3. Thus, analysts do not send data directly among themselves. Instead, each analyst 

publishes data to the base ream 302, and the publish-subscribe module 118 enforces security 

controls and rules to determine whether a data object can be provided or exported from the 

database 1008 to a requesting analyst, as further described below for FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B. 

[0046] In an embodiment, application logic 112 comprises a rules wizard 120 that enables a 

user or analyst to define one or more restrictions on database objects, properties, or attributes.

For example, an analyst can use rules wizard 120 to define rules under which database objects 

may be exported to other analysts. As a particular example, a rule can specify that a social 

security number object cannot be exported. As another example, a rule can specify that when a 

first analyst is a US citizen, an object can be exported to the first analyst in a database view, but 

when a second analyst is not a US citizen, the same object cannot be exported to the second 

analyst. Rules can specify decision trees of arbitrary complexity. Rules can apply to objects as a 

whole or to particular properties of objects.

[0047] Rules defined using rules wizard 120 are applied to current versions of objects in 

revisioning database 108 when a user is generating a Summary View or exporting an 

investigation, which are described in the next section. In an embodiment, at the time that a user 

requests an investigation to be exported, the rules wizard 120 examines the current version of 

each object in the investigation and determines, whether security controls permit actually 

exporting that object. When objects are created, the objects may be tagged with object properties 

that specify minimum required security clearance levels to access the objects. During the export 

operation, the rules wizard compares the security clearance property to the actual security 

clearance of a person or location to which the export is directed. In one rule implementation,
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only an analyst holding a security clearance level equal to or greater than the security clearance 

level of an object can receive an export of that object. If a security control violation is detected, 

then the object subject to security control is omitted from the export file. An effect of the 

mechanism defined herein is that an administrator can define a broad policy for security control 

that is automatically enforced in the system.

[0048] Rules defined using rules wizard 120 also can specify how a particular object may be 

exported from one realm to another realm; that a particular object must be deleted from the 

database as it is exported; that a particular object may be exported to an export data file format 

such as XML, PowerPoint, or other data file format; whether a particular analyst can open a 

particular investigation and receive a display of particular objects; and that a particular object 

may not be exported from a server that holds the revisioning database to a front-end display 

application.

[0049] The functional elements, data structures, and techniques described above may be used 

in many data processing operations applicable to intelligence analysis and other fields. As 

examples, FIG. 4A illustrates displaying data from a revisioning database based on realms and 

rules, and FIG. 4B illustrates operation of a revisioning database system using a publish- 

subscribe model to provide a virtual private database.

[0050] Referring first to FIG. 4A, in one embodiment, in step 402 a method comprises 

creating and storing, in a revisioning database, one or more data objects. In an embodiment, the 

data objects are subjects of intelligence investigations, events in intelligence investigations, or 

other data relevant to intelligence investigations. One or more analysts or other users 

asynchronously dynamically change the data objects or values of properties of the data objects. 

For example, changes from a first analyst are received at one particular time (step 405A) and 

changes from a second analyst are received (step 405B) at the same time or any other time. In 

step 404, the object table and related tables in the revisioning database are updated based on the 

received changes, using a journaling approach that tracks the history of changes as described 

above for FIG. 2. Any number of updates may be received and processed. When changes are 

stored, a realm of the changed object is stored in connection with the object, based on a realm 

that is then currently associated with the user making the change. As a result, the revisioning 

database stores data objects, all changes to the data objects, and metadata identifying realms with 

which the objects are associated at the time of each change.

[0051] In step 406, a request is received from a first analyst to view data. The first

intelligence analyst is working within a particular investigative realm at the time of the request.

Thus, each request to view data includes a realm to which a view of the data is to be delivered.
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A request may seek access to a different investigative realm for the requesting analyst. A request 

also may comprise performing an expansion view operation on a presently displayed data object, 

in which the data object is linked to or associated with other data objects in the current 

investigative realm or other investigative realms.

[0052] In step 408, the method automatically determines, based on the base realm, the first 

analyst’s current realm, rules installed for the current realm, and version information for data 

objects, which data objects the first analyst can view. Step 408 may comprise retrieving, from 

the revisioning database 108, information identifying all data objects that are responsive to the 

user’s request and that have realm values matching the current investigative realm, or that are in 

the base realm. Further, step 408 comprises retrieving or identifying only the current version of 

each object that is in the base realm of the user’s current investigative realm.

[0053] Step 408 may be implemented using the table structure of FIG. 2 and logic to read 

table rows, identify realm values that match the base realm and the user’s current investigative 

realm, and identify the most current version of each data object. In an embodiment, the viewable 

version of an object with a particular object identifier is determined as shown in FIG. 4C and as 

follows:

a. In step 450, the object table (FIG. 2) is accessed with respect to a specified object 

identifier for an object of interest.

b. If there is a row with that object identifier with current flag set to true, as shown 

in step 452, then data in that row is used at step 456. Otherwise, the row from the 

parent realm with the current flag set to true is used, as tested at step 454. If there 

is no such row, the object is considered not to exist, as shown in step 458.

c. The row identified at step 456 is filtered by the rules engine according to the rules 

defined, as shown in step 460. This may be done in memory or as part of a SQL 

query to the DBMS. If the row returned passes the rules, as tested at step 462, it 

is included in the view as shown in step 464, or omitted from the view as in step 

466.
[0054] Thus, when a user is operating in a particular investigative realm, the user is 

permitted to view only data objects that are local to the investigative realm, or in the base realm. 

In the intelligence context, an example of data local to an investigative realm is a note that the 

user added to a suspect while viewing the suspect, and an example of data in the base realm 

might be the results of reviewing a large number of documents that were directly loaded into in 

the base realm, or that were published to the base realm from another investigative realm.
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[0055] In general, data local to other investigative realms is not accessible as a matter of 

policy. However, the revisioning database supports the operation of a global search. For 

instance, one may wish to see if any analysts had created a person named “John Smith” in an 

investigative realm but had failed to publish him to the base realm.

[0056] In step 410, a particular view of the data is created, and the view includes only such 

data objects as the first analyst is permitted to view based upon the base realm, the first analyst’s 

current investigative realm, and the installed rules. In step 412, a display of the particular view is 

provided to the first analyst.

[0057] Thus, one effect of the method herein is that a revisioning database containing data 

objects can provide automatic controlled delivery of the data to data analysts based on a 

hierarchy of realms applied at the object level, rather than user privileges or roles. The view of 

each analyst is consistent with that analyst’s edits to the data objects, and multiple analysts can 

concurrently receive different views of the same data objects based on separate sets of changes to 

the data objects. In other embodiments, the same kinds of controls may be applied to receivers 

of data other than analysts, such as export files, data realms, and other systems and applications. 

[0058] With one embodiment, implemented using technology from Palantir Technologies, 

Inc. of Palo Alto, California, each analyst experiences a private view of data in the revisioning 

database 108 from the standpoint of a current investigative realm of that analyst. Each analyst 

receives an apparently private view of the data in the revisioning database 108, and values of the 

same data objects may be different across different investigative realms, depending on the 

changes made in each realm. Unlike prior approaches, the present approach does not require 

local copies of data on local machines of the analysts and does not involve displaying textual 

changes to a single set of shared data objects.

[0059] Referring now to FIG. 4B, in step 430, a publish-subscribe operation initiates when a 

first analyst creates data for potential publication to others or viewing by others. The first 

analyst may tag data with classification levels or other metadata. An administrator may use rules 

wizard 120 to specify rules about which data objects are allowed to be viewed by other analysts 

that are within the base realm to which the data objects have been published, as shown at step 

431. Thus, the data objects are associated with a particular base realm, while the rules restrict 

access for a particular analyst.

[0060] In step 432, a second analyst subscribes to the base realm. In step 434, the second 

analyst receives only published rows of the data for an investigation that the second analyst is 

allowed to receive. In an embodiment, step 434 is implemented by rules engine 122 identifying 

a triggering event, such as a change in a data object in the investigative realm for the
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investigation to which the second analyst subscribed. In response, the rules engine 122 

determines if the changed data object is within the repository realm 302 or the current 

investigative realm of the second analyst. If so, the data object or a view of the data in the data 

object is published to the second analyst in step 434. The rules applied by rules engine 122 are 

associated with the second analyst who is viewing the data, and serve to restrict access of the 

second analyst, rather than the first analyst who is publishing the data. For example, the first 

analyst might tag data as TOP SECRET and the second analyst may have a rule that specifies 

that the second analyst cannot view data that is TOP SECRET. Thus, rules operate on the data 

and the properties of the viewing analyst.

[0061] Additionally or alternatively, the second analyst performs a global search operation at 

step 436. In response to the global search operations, application logic 112 or rules engine 122 

retrieves data objects that are within other investigative realms 306.

[0062] II. SUMMARY VIEW OF DATA OBJECTS

[0063] In an embodiment, application logic 112 implements a summary view function in 

cooperation with wizard 120. In an embodiment, a Summary View interface enables an analyst 

to share an investigation, present an investigation to a team leader, or save the investigation for 

future reference. From the Summary View screen, a user can create a customized report by 

adding a title and description only for the investigation as a whole and for each individual step. 

The user can choose both which steps to include or exclude and a format to export the 

investigation. Exported investigations also automatically adapt to the user’s clearance level. 

Thus, an effect of the approach herein is that a user can share results with anyone without having 

to worry about security issues.

[0064] Using revisioning database 108, application logic 112 saves every action performed 

by an analyst on database information. In an embodiment, records of such actions can be 

accessed by a History Window interface (section III herein) and the Summary View interface. 

The steps of the investigation displayed in the Summary View screen are equivalent to those that 

are seen in a Temporal view of the History Window as further discussed below. That is, the 

steps represent all the actions that a user has taken in the investigation, including branches, 

displayed in the order in which they were performed. Steps are displayed as slides within a 

graphical user interface. Slides not desired for export can be withheld from the report. 

Application logic 112 also automatically includes titles and brief descriptions of the action 

represented by each slide, saving users from the tedious task of entering such information 

manually. However, a user can edit the provided text. In an embodiment, the final, exported 

product is a professional presentation in any of several rile formats.
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[0065] For purposes of illustrating an example, assume that a user has successfully 

completed an investigation and has been asked to present the user’s findings to the rest of a team. 

In an embodiment, application logic 112 exposes functions of export module 114, publish- 

subscribe module 118, and other functions described herein in a graphical user interface that is 

generated and provided to user terminal 106 and to host computers of intelligence analysts 102, 

104. FIG. 5 illustrates an example top-level graphical user interface display. Screen display 502 

comprises a plurality of icons 504 configured to select functions of application logic 112, 

including a Summary View icon 506 configured to select the Summary View described further 

herein. A workspace 510 displays one or more object icons 512 that identify persons, places, 

things, or events that are the subject of an intelligence investigation and that represent data stored 

in revisioning database 108. In an embodiment, object icons 512 are displayed in a spatially 

separated topology to facilitate creating links and associations between persons, places, things, 

and events involved in an investigation. A history display 508 comprises an ordered plurality of 

slides 508A, 508C, 508N, etc., that represent thumbnail views of past arrangements of the 

workspace 510. Thus, viewing the history display 508 indicates how the appearance of 

workspace 510 has changed over time and enables a user to return to a previous state of 

workspace 510 by selecting a slide from within the history display 508.

[0066] When the Summary View icon 506 is selected, in response, application logic 

generates and provides to user terminal 106 an updated GUI display that includes a summary 

view. FIG. 6 illustrates an example Summary View display. An investigation overview pane 

802 comprises a title input field 604 and a description input field 606. A history slides panel 608 

displays thumbnail images 610 of history slides that are candidates to appear in an exported 

report of an investigation. The history slides panel 608 comprises a summary of steps that 

occurred in an investigation. Each of the thumbnail images 610 is marked with a include symbol 

or exclude symbol indicating whether the associated history slide will appear in the report. In an 

embodiment, the include symbol is “+” and the exclude symbol is “X”. In general, using the 

Summary View of FIG. 6, a user enters a title and description for the investigation, chooses the 

most relevant steps for the report with history slides panel 608, and selects a preferred export 

format using export pane 618. Selecting an export button 620 causes application logic to 

generate a presentation or report in the specified format.

[0067] Upon displaying the history slides panel 608, a user may select a particular step in an 

investigation. In response, in a Preview panel 612, the application logic 112 displays a snapshot 

614 of the selected step, a title 615, and a description 616 of the selected step. FIG. 7 is an 

enlarged view of the Preview panel. Both the description 616 and the title 615 can be editing by
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selecting the appropriate box, making the desired changes, and selecting a “Save Changes” 

button 702. In an embodiment, a user can select a specific step or thumbnail 610 in the History 

Slides panel and can change the include symbol or exclude symbol to signal whether to include 

the associated slide in your report.

[0068] The user may enter a title in title input field 604 and a description in description input 

field 606. In an embodiment, a user may select an export format from export panel 618 using a 

pull-down menu or other graphical user interface widget, and may complete an export operation 

by selecting an “Export Investigation” button 620. In response, application logic 112 

automatically opens the exported investigation in the selected format for viewing and sharing. 

[0069] III. EXAMPLE IMPLEMENTATION HARDWARE
[0070] FIG. 7 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer system 1300 upon which an 

embodiment of the invention may be implemented. Computer system 1300 includes a bus 1302 

or other communication mechanism for communicating information, and a processor 1304 

coupled with bus 1302 for processing information. Computer system 1300 also includes a main 

memory 1306, such as a random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic storage device, 

coupled to bus 1302 for storing information and instructions to be executed by processor 1304. 

Main memory 1306 also may be used for storing temporary variables or other intermediate 

information during execution of instructions to be executed by processor 1304. Computer 

system 1300 further includes a read only memory (ROM) 1308 or other static storage device 

coupled to bus 1302 for storing static information and instructions for processor 1304. A storage 

device 1310, such as a magnetic disk or optical disk, is provided and coupled to bus 1302 for 

storing information and instructions.

[0071] Computer system 1300 may be coupled via bus 1302 to a display 1312, such as a 

cathode ray tube (CRT), for displaying information to a computer user. An input device 1314, 

including alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 1302 for communicating information 

and command selections to processor 1304. Another type of user input device is cursor control 

1316, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for communicating direction 

information and command selections to processor 1304 and for controlling cursor movement on 

display 1312. This input device typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis 

(e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane.

[0072] The invention is related to the use of computer system 1300 for implementing the 

techniques described herein. According to one embodiment of the invention, those techniques 

are performed by computer system 1300 in response to processor 1304 executing one or more 

sequences of one or more instructions contained in main memory 1306. Such instructions may
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be read into main memory 1306 from another machine-readable medium, such as storage device 

1310. Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in main memory 1306 causes 

processor 1304 to perform the process steps described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard

wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination with software instructions to 

implement the invention. Thus, embodiments of the invention are not limited to any specific 

combination of hardware circuitry and software.

[0073] The term “machine-readable medium” as used herein refers to any medium that 

participates in providing data that causes a machine to operation in a specific fashion. In an 

embodiment implemented using computer system 1300, various machine-readable media are 

involved, for example, in providing instructions to processor 1304 for execution. Such a 

medium may take many forms, including but not limited to, non-volatile media, volatile media, 

and transmission media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, 

such as storage device 1310. Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such as main memory 

1306. Transmission media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 

wires that comprise bus 1302. Transmission media can also take the form of acoustic or light 

waves, such as those generated during radio wave and infrared data communications. All such 

media must be tangible to enable the instructions carried by the media to be detected by a 

physical mechanism that reads the instructions into a machine.

[0074] Common forms of machine-readable media include, for example, a floppy disk, a 

flexible disk, hard disk, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic medium, a CD-ROM, any other 

optical medium, punchcards, papertape, any other physical medium with patterns of holes, a 

RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, any other memory chip or cartridge, a carrier 

wave as described hereinafter, or any other medium from which a computer can read.

[0075] Various forms of machine-readable media may be involved in carrying one or more 

sequences of one or more instructions to processor 1304 for execution. For example, the 

instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk of a remote computer. The remote 

computer can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 

telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer system 1300 can receive the data on 

the telephone line and use an infrared transmitter to convert the data to an infrared signal. An 

infrared detector can receive the data carried in the infrared signal and appropriate circuitry can 

place the data on bus 1302. Bus 1302 carries the data to main memory 1306, from which 

processor 1304 retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions received by main 

memory 1306 may optionally be stored on storage device 1310 either before or after execution 

by processor 1304.
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[0076] Computer system 1300 also includes a communication interface 1318 coupled to bus 

1302. Communication interface 1318 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a 

network link 1320 that is connected to a local network 1322. For example, communication 

interface 1318 may be an integrated services digital network (ISDN) card or a modem to provide 

a data communication connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another 

example, communication interface 1318 may be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a 

data communication connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links may also be implemented. 

In any such implementation, communication interface 1318 sends and receives electrical, 

electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing various types of 

information.

[0077] Network link 1320 typically provides data communication through one or more 

networks to other data devices. For example, network link 1320 may provide a connection 

through local network 1322 to a host computer 1324 or to data equipment operated by an Internet 

Service Provider (ISP) 1326. ISP 1326 in turn provides data communication services through 

the worldwide packet data communication network now commonly referred to as the “Internet” 

1328. Local network 1322 and Internet 1328 both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical 

signals that carry digital data streams. The signals through the various networks and the signals 

on network link 1320 and through communication interface 1318, which carry the digital data to 

and from computer system 1300, are exemplary forms of carrier waves transporting the 

information.

[0078] Computer system 1300 can send messages and receive data, including program code, 

through the network(s), network link 1320 and communication interface 1318. In the Internet 

example, a server 1330 might transmit a requested code for an application program through 

Internet 1328, ISP 1326, local network 1322 and communication interface 1318.

[0079] The received code may be executed by processor 1304 as it is received, and/or stored 

in storage device 1310, or other non-volatile storage for later execution. In this manner, 

computer system 1300 may obtain application code in the form of a carrier wave.

[0080] In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the invention have been described 

with reference to numerous specific details that may vary from implementation to 

implementation. Thus, the sole and exclusive indicator of what is the invention, and is intended 

by the applicants to be the invention, is the set of claims that issue from this application, in the 

specific form in which such claims issue, including any subsequent correction. Any definitions 

expressly set forth herein for terms contained in such claims shall govern the meaning of such 

terms as used in the claims. Hence, no limitation, element, property, feature, advantage or
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1 attribute that is not expressly recited in a claim should limit the claim in any way. The

specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a

restrictive sense.

[0081] The reference to any prior art in this specification is not, and should not be taken as an 

acknowledgement or any form of suggestion that the referenced prior art forms part of the 

common general knowledge in Australia.

[0082] In the specification the term “comprising” shall be understood to have a broad 

meaning similar to the term “including” and will be understood to imply the inclusion of a 

stated integer or step or group of integers or steps, but not the exclusion of any other integer 

or step or group of integers or steps. This definition also applies to variations on the term 

“comprising” such as “comprise” and “comprises”.
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1 CLAIMS

The claims defining the invention are as follows:

1. A computer-implemented method, comprising:

receiving, from a first user that is currently within a first child realm that contains data object 

versions that are only visible to users currently within the first child realm, a 

command to publish a particular data object from the first child realm to a base realm 

that contains data objects that are visible to all users;

in response to the command, publishing the particular data object to the base realm;

receiving, from a second user that is currently within a second child realm that contains data 

object versions that are only visible to users within the second child realm, a request 

to subscribe to the particular data object that has been published to the base realm;

in response to the request, and in response at least in part to the publication of the particular 

data object to the base realm, allowing the second user to access the particular data 

object that has been published to the base realm;

wherein the first child realm is separate from the second child realm;

wherein the first user is separate from the second user;

wherein the method is performed by one or more computing devices.

2. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising:

receiving definitions of one or more rules, wherein each rule specifies whether one or more 

data objects may be provided to a specified child realm;

allowing the second user to access the particular data object based upon the rules as well as 

the base realm and a version identifier value for the one or more data objects.

3. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising: 

determining that a change has occurred in the particular data object;
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the particular data object can be provided to the second user based on the base realm

and a version identifier value for the particular data object.
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4. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein allowing the second user to access the 

particular data object comprises providing only a selected subset of rows of a revisioning 

database to the second user.

5. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising:

creating and storing an object table comprising rows that represent the data object versions

and columns that represent, for each of the data object versions, an associated realm, a 

version value, and a pointer to a previous version, wherein said associated realm is 

different from said version value.

6. A method as recited in claim 5, further comprising asynchronously receiving, from 

different users, a plurality of changes to the particular data object, and in response thereto, 

creating a new row in the object table for each of the changes.

7. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein publishing the particular data object to the 

base realm comprises publishing the particular data object to the base realm without sending 

data directly between the first user and the second user.

8. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising:

creating and storing one or more data objects in a revisioning database;

wherein the revisioning database associates each data object of the one or more data objects

to a realm identifier value and to a version identifier value.
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